
 

  Hello everyone, 

 

I hope you're all well and aren't doing too much revision. Welcome to 
the first of our (monthly) newsletters with all the upcoming events, sto-
ries and the results of our photo competition! 

Firstly, congratulations to The Hare and Six Legged Tortoise for their 
victory in the first HPM social, with a time of 1 hour and 12 minutes! As 
well as a very big thank you to Matthew Warlow and James Lowe for 
helping organize the running of this event!  

Congratulations again 
to Calum Wadsworth, 
for winning the photo 
competition with this 
picture of Nick climbing 
Ontos (E3) at Bamford. 
Please email me at 
usmc.publicity@gmail. 
com to organize         
collecting your prize. 
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Borrowdale Report: 

What Happened: Dawn Brinkman 

Our last official weekend away this year was 
certainly one to remember! Members got up 
to a variety of activities; climbing, running 
and walking, and also capture the flag, pogo 
sticking, and a lot of eating and drinking. 
The weather for the Bank Holiday Weekend 

was less than ideal, with an overall theme of 

weeeet; wet tents, wet clothes, wet food 

and wet people. But, we fully committed and 

made the most of it. 

Saturday saw groups split up and a lot of people staying in the valley and climbing 

at Shepherd’s Crag. Everyone got a few routes in before the weather closed in, 

whereas Dawn, Shaun, Sam Mc and Sam Ash took their racks on a very long, wet, 

and windy walk to the classic Napes Needle only to be blizzarded off 4m from the 

top! Saturday night was BBQ time which was interesting in the rain but the meat 

cylinders did taste pretty good. Quote of the day came from Sam Mc on the walk 

out, drenched through: “I’m miserable”, and Tom B decided it was wise not to 

spend a second night sleeping in a hammock. 

Sunday was horrifically wet. Far too many people woke up wet due to leaky/

completely flooded tents, and the torrential rain was pretty much continuous. Two 

brave groups decided to go on rainy runs and walks, and the rest of the Club went 

to an INDOOR WALL! This was mainly to actually get dry, and unfortunately the 

group ended up in an 8m high 

shed rather than the newly refur-

bished Keswick Wall. After a tasty 

pub lunch the sun came out so 

naturally a group went back to 

Shepherd’s to get some evening 

routes in, only to be rained off at 

the foot of the crag.  



 

Photo Competition Results: 

The winner of the Borrowdale   section of 
the photo competition is Beth Moore, with 
the following photo of Alex McCann. Again 
please email me to organize collecting your 
prize. 

 

Best Borrowdale Quote: 

*A security guard outside a              
supermarket about James* 

Whatever your mates stolen he can keep, as 

consolation because holding that cold milk will 

have made his balls shrivel so he won't be 

getting laid tonight. 

Evening activities deteriorated into playing a pretty competitive game of capture 

the flag and drinking lots of beer. 

Monday was the only day that was actually good weather all day, so whilst two 

groups of runners got a bit of a lie in followed by excellent runs up out of the Bor-

rowdale valley to include Scafell Pike, the climbers woke up at 6am and headed 

back to Shepherd’s where many ace routes were climbed. From the uber-classic 

VD Little Chamonix, to E2 M.G.C, everyone got something done and a few people 

got their first multipitch lead! Arriving back at the campsite getting ready to go 

home, everyone confirmed that they’d had an ace day climbing and running and 

being dry and not miserable! 

All in all, the weekend was a huge success, and it was great to see the Club pulling 

together and making the best of a wet situation. Many cool climbs, runs, and 

walks were completed! Thanks to the committee, and especially the drivers, for 

making the weekend possible, and especially Jenny and Jamie for navigating that 

campsite entrance in a minibus and van! 



What’s Happened This Month:  

First Aid Course: Milena 
 

 

On the weekend of the 9-10th of May, 12 club members carried out a 16 hour outdoors 
First Aid course. The course was run by ex-club member, University of Sheffield alumnus, 
Will Sheaff through his company Wilderness Development. As usual the teaching was of 
high quality and the atmosphere was great. The weather was good so we could happily do 
accident scenarios outside to mimic real-life situations. I highly recommended the course 
to anyone wanting to get his or her First Aid qulification (you also get a First Aid at Work 
qualification that is great for future employment). 

SPA Training: David Robinette 

Recently a number of club members have been trained and assessed for the Single 

Pitch Award. Having members who are competent at rope-work and taking groups 

climbing is very important for the club, especially for our events like Fresher’s Climb 

and Give It a Go. We are pleased to say that all four of the members, Pete, Shaun, Da-

vid and Matt passed with Max Holliday at the weekend. It was a stressful but fun two 

days at Castle Naze and Birchen in howling winds but eventually Shaun managed to tie 

a neat figure of eight. The club and union help subsidise the training and assessments 

for the SPA so it is a great way to get a highly useful qualification, if you are interested 

please contact the Climbing Coordinator (usmc.climbing@gmail.com). Finally, good 

luck to our chair, Dawn, who is being assessed in the rain currently. 



15 Trigs—Matt Harmon 

The 15 trigs surprisingly is a route which 

visits 15 trig points in the Dark Peak over 

55 miles and 8800ft of ascent challenging 

time limit of 15 hours. After a failed un-

supported attempt last year I was deter-

mined to go back and get it done - need-

ing some long days as training for the 

Dragon’s Back provided the perfect ex-

cuse. There being no one else around 

who was silly enough to run the whole 

route and me not being too keen to 

spend that amount of time on my own, I 

opted to run with support runners. 

Setting off at 0505 from the edge of Sheffield with James the first section passed by relatively 

quickly, we managed to take time out of most of the splits to run into Ladybower Reservoir (the 

first of two support points) with 27 minutes in hand. The only slight hiccups were a moderate 

case of ‘Pete Briggs syndrome’ and James finding himself trapped to his knee in bog monster 

which required a heroic rescue from myself. Overall we completed the first 20 miles averaging 

4.8 mph which probably was a bit quick to set off at but at the time it felt quite comfortable. 

Setting off for the second section with a fresh Ben (driven out by Harriet), resupplied with water 

and food we were 16 minutes up (the schedule helpfully included no time at the changeovers). 

Legs were starting to ache during the descent into Glossop, but the prospect of turning towards 

home and still being ahead of schedule (30 minutes ahead at this point) meant I was in fairly high 

spirits. Ben had looked like he was having way too much fun so I asked if he fancied carrying on to 

Sheffield with me but for some reason he declined and opted for the lift home with Lawrence in-

stead! Average pace for this section (12 miles) was 4.1 mph which although slower than the first 

section still felt comfortable, was still ahead of time and I was fairly optimistic for finishing in just 

over 13 hours or so.  

After a lengthy sit down on a wall and plenty of faffing all that remained was for me and Dave to 

cruise back to Sheffield from Glossop. Whilst the first two sections passed by with me largely 

setting my own pace it was soon clear that Dave was going to have to set pace- right from leaving 

Glossop my stomach decided to feel very sick and refuse food- not a good feeling with over 20 

miles left. We managed to keep saving small amounts of time on the split times by maintaining a 

steady (albeit slow) pace. Seeing the back of Kinder after about 3 hours on it was definitely a re-

lief- despite needing another sit down rest on Win Hill and my right knee hurting with any small 

downhill; I was able to keep forcing down enough food to keep going at the steady pace Dave had 

set all the way round- sub 14 now a firmly established goal. My memory is of us almost flying 

down the last 3km from Stanage Pole to the car, but I’m sure at the time it was a painful 30 

minutes of shuffling. Soon enough it was all over and I could collapse onto the back seat of the car 

with a litre of chocolate milk for recovery. Overall a time of 13 hours 45 minutes is one I’m very 

happy with although I could’ve done it quicker by being more efficient at the support points. 



 

 

Featured Member Blog: 

For this newsletter Pete Briggs has written about his time climbing the 
alpine route the Frendo Spur last year, with the first paragraph being 
shared here and the rest of the blog being available on our website: 

To say I wasn’t nervous would definitely be lying; Ben and I had talked 
about the Frendo Spur for best past of 2 years, and this was it: we were 
on it. That failed trip last September didn’t matter, the uncertainty from 
a few days earlier after  Ben had an epic – irrelevant. We had 
the conditions and 2-day weather window that we felt was required. 
A slight mix up and delay at the telepherique base station meant we 
were a couple of hours behind schedule, but that didn’t matter. We were 
going to cruise it... plenty of time on the bivi ledge! The question was 
how bored were we going to get on it... 

The rest of Pete's story of climbing the Frendo Spur can be found here:  

www.sheffieldmountaineering.co.uk/#!member_blog_posts/c1mm8 

Feeling optimistic 



 

Upcoming Socials: 

Summer Barbecue and Awards: 

On Sunday the 13th of June, to celebrate the end of our exams and 
this year we will be holding our annual summer barbecue and awards 
day.  

If you have any stories you would like shared in the next 

newsletter please me at usmc.publicity@gmail.com 

Thank you for reading, 

University of Sheffield Mountaineering Club proudly sponsored by: 

Freezing (from Gimme Kraft) Choose a boulder problem you have learnt and 
can do almost every time but find hard. do all the moves statically, after reach-
ing each hold freeze and hold that position for 3 seconds before resuming 
climbing. This improves lock off strength and body tension. Typically body ten-
sion is most difficult to maintain when extended so this targets it very well. You 
could do this 3 times in a row on the same problem then rest for up to twice as 
long as you spent climbing before doing it on another problem. Do it on 4 
different boulder problems.  

Training Challenge of the Month: 

Finally, we have the newsletter training challenge, try this at the end of 
your climbing session for this next month to see improvements to your 
climbing! 

“Training is not the work that you do, it is the value and the cost of your body’s 
response to that work.” —coach Renato Canov  


